Background: In a world limited by data availability and limited funds for conservation, scientists and practitioners must use indicator groups to define spatial conservation priorities. Several studies have evaluated the effectiveness of indicator groups, but still little is known about the consistency in performance of these groups in different regions, which would allow their a priori selection.
Introduction
The current extinction rate surpasses more than a thousand times the basal rate of fossil records [1] , and it should keep rising as human use of Earth's natural ecosystems increases [2] [3] [4] . To curb the effects of human pressure on biodiversity, conservation scientists, practitioners and policy makers collaborate to propose and establish natural protected areas, which still stand as the most effective and least expensive conservation strategy worldwide to ensure long-term conservation of species' populations [5, 6] . However, resources available for conservation are limited, requiring planned strategies. This recognition led to the development of systematic conservation planning, which aims to ensure efficient use of scarce resources for conservation [7, 8] .
Despite the impressive efforts of current research, our knowledge of biodiversity is negligible in comparison with the urgency imposed by the current biodiversity crisis [9, 10] . Constrained by data availability, conservation planners have used biodiversity surrogates when selecting sites of interest for conservation [11] [12] [13] . However, site-selection methods for biodiversity conservation rely fundamentally on information about the spatial distribution of biodiversity [7] , which is still very limited (a problem known as the 'Wallacean shortfall'). Moreover, available data on species' distribution are usually strongly biased to temperate and subtropical regions, as well as to particular taxonomic groups (e.g. mammals and birds). This entails a problem because lesser-known regions of the world are usually those with the greatest biodiversity, being also the regions with the greatest need for well designed and established conservation plans [1] .
Conservation planning is necessarily based on biodiversity surrogates for whom data can be obtained [5, 14] . Biodiversity surrogates are usually separated into two categories: (1) surrogates based on species, being either multi species (e.g. indicator groups) or single species (e.g. keystone species, umbrella species, and 'flagship species') [12, 15, 16] , and (2) surrogates based on biotic and abiotic features, which can be mapped (e.g. remotely-sensed vegetation, land cover and environmental gradients) [12, [17] [18] [19] [20] .
Surrogates based on indicator groups are substantially more effective than those based on environmental data [5] . Indicator groups can be defined as sets of species whose geographical distribution coincides with the aggregate distribution of other taxonomic groups so that their representation will ensure the representation of diversity as a whole [21, 22] . Of course, to act as an indicator group candidate groups must have known geographic distribution [11, 23] , and several methods have been proposed for the selection and evaluation of indicator group effectiveness [5, 11, 21, 24] . Thus far, such evaluation has produced diverse and often contradictory results [5, [25] [26] [27] [28] . These contradictions relate to the nature of biodiversity features being represented, the choice of surrogates, differences among study regions, and the method applied to quantify surrogate effectiveness [12, 29] . Therefore, it is currently impossible to make any generalization about the consistency of indicator groups, i.e. their effective performance in different geographic regions. Systematic investigations on the consistency of indicator groups would allow the selection of these groups a priori helping to accelerate conservation assessments as well as the decision-making process. Despite the obvious need for investigating the consistency of indicator groups, only very few studies have explicitly evaluated this aspect [11] .
Here we used a biodiversity-rich data set of terrestrial mammals to systematically assess the effectiveness and consistency of indicator groups in two top-ranked Biodiversity Hotspots: the Brazilian Cerrado and the Atlantic Forest. First, we investigated the ability of each indicator group to represent all mammals, as well as endemic, threatened, and rare mammal species. Then, we assessed the consistency of indicator groups by comparing the ability of nine different sets of species to act as surrogates for all mammal species in both Biodiversity Hotspots. We show that even though more than one indicator group could be used as a surrogate for the representation of mammal biodiversity, only one of them (the restricted-range species) is consistent in its ability to represent mammals, including endemic and threatened species, in both Biodiversity Hotspots.
Results

Indicator group performance in representing all species
Sites selected based on different indicator groups captured more mammal species than those selected at random, in both Biodiversity Hotspots (F 21, 418 = 73.86, p,0.01, Fig. 1 and Table  S1 ). Endemic species did not achieve high representation of all species (Fig. 1) . Restricted-range species and Chiroptera were effective indicator groups, performing similar to the ideal model (Tukey's test, q value = 1.95 and 1.89, respectively; p.0.01- Fig. 1 and Table S1 ).
As expected, some indicator groups performed substantially better than others. In the Cerrado, indicator groups represented ca. 78% (62.4% SD) and 88% (61.4% SD) of all species. In the Atlantic Forest, indicator groups represented ca. 80% (62.0% SD) and 87% (64.3% SD) of all species (Fig. 1) . The number of sites required for representing all species of each indicator group ranged from eight (for Carnivora) to 50 (for all species), in the Cerrado; and nine (for Carnivora) to 60 (for all species), in the Atlantic Forest.
Indicator group performance in representing target groups
Some indicator groups also performed better than others in representing target species. Again, restricted-range species was the best indicator group being more effective in representing all target species than groups randomly assorted. The performance of restricted-range species, varying from 66% (64.3% SD) to 99% (61.0% SD) in the Cerrado, and from 64% (63.2% SD) to 99% (61.0% SD) in the Atlantic Forest was statistically equal to the ideal model: 69% 68.4% SD in the Cerrado, and 65% 62.3% SD in the Atlantic Forest (q value = 1.89, p.0.01, Fig. 2 ). Random species sets captured 8-90% of target species in the Cerrado, and 35-100% in the Atlantic Forest. Contrastingly, selecting sites based on endemic species provided less species representation than selecting sites based on random species sets.
Some indicator groups were also much better represented than others. The performance of indicator groups in representing Carnivora, Chiroptera, Didelphimorphia and species-poor orders ranged from 85% (63.5% SD) to 100% (60.0% SD) in the Cerrado, and from 86% (63.2% SD) to 100% (60% SD) in the Atlantic Forest (but some groups proved to be inefficient; Fig. 2 ). Although some groups represented a relatively large percentage of Carnivora, Chiroptera, Didelphimorphia and species-poor orders, they also represented a rather low percentage of restricted-range and endemic species. Despite some indicator groups were more effective in representing restricted-range and endemic species than random sets of species, their performances were relatively low. They represent between 21% (69.1% SD) and 47% (63.2% SD) of restricted-range species, and 42% (66.7% SD) and 50% (66.6% SD) of endemic species, in the Cerrado; and between 19% (65.1% SD) and 42%(63.2% SD) of restricted-range species and 50% (63.7% SD) and 63% (64.3% SD) of endemic species in the Atlantic Forest (Fig. 2) .
Consistency of indicator groups
Only restricted-range species and Chiroptera performed consistently well in both Biodiversity Hotspots. On average, sites selected based on the distribution of restricted-range species captured 88% (61.4% SD) of overall diversity in the Cerrado and 87% (61.9% SD) in the Atlantic Forest. Sites selected to represent Chiroptera captured 87% (63.4% SD) of mammal species in the Cerrado and 84% (60.9% SD) in the Atlantic Forest (Fig.1) .
When considering the representation of target groups, only restricted-range species was consistent (Fig.2, Table S1 ), with average representation between 64% (64.2% SD) and 99% (61.0% SD). Note that all other groups were inconsistent in the representation of endemic species.
Discussion
We show that priority sites selected based on indicator groups can include a large percentage of overall mammal diversity. Further, restricted-range species conveyed effective and consistent representation of mammals in both Biodiversity Hotspots. Some studies have reached similar conclusions [11, 21, 24] , whereas others have demonstrated the inefficiency of indicator groups in representing restricted-range species, in particular [21] . Although still controversial (see Lawler et al. [21] ) some authors argue that effective surrogacy requires the selection of large tracts of land so that most target species will be represented [30] . Contrastingly, here we showed that good surrogates required the selection of relatively small percentages (1.2-1.9%) of the Biodiversity Hotspots to outperform sites selected based on random species sets and even better than the ideal model.
Despite these relatively optimistic results, we must highlight a critical shortcoming here: first, these results hold for a very small and simple conservation goal of representing species in at least three grid cells. This is worryingly given that it shows that maintenance costs increase significantly with the implementation of protected areas to ensure the maintenance of species populations in the long term. Second, we used range maps as a proxy to species' geographic distribution. It is known that these maps tend to overestimate species' distribution [13] and then increase overall effectiveness of indicator groups whose distribution was based on range maps. One possible solution would be to model the distribution of all species using one or several combined methods for species distribution modeling currently available [31] . However, these models are full of uncertainties, most of which come from the algorithm used to model the species distribution and from the climate model applied to associate species' occurrence to climatic data, which could undermine conservation planning [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . Uncertainties are also geographically structure [32] , so that some regions of the world are particularly problematic for using such approach. Moreover, as we are not proposing the establishment of protected areas but rather suggesting that the use of some indicator groups are likely to be a shortcut for conservation assessment, using range maps still figure as a possible solution for investigating indicator group effectiveness and consistency, as demonstrated by several other studies [5, 11, 12, [21] [22] [23] [24] .
An outstanding performance of restricted-range species is linked its unique scattered pattern of species' geographic distribution and the number of species composing this group. Restricted-range species, having small and scattered distributions cover a wide range of environmental conditions and spatial heterogeneity, cooccurring with habitat-specialized species, and leading to more complementary sets (i.e. higher beta-diversity) than any other group. This has been hypothesized also by Lawler et al. [11] and Larsen et al. [24] , who reached similar conclusions (see also Pinto et al. [22] and Loyola et al. [23] ). Alternatively, there might be another explanation for such a high performance of restrictedrange species. For obvious reasons, when we evaluated the performance of restricted-range species in representing any other group, we removed these species of that particular group (otherwise we would clearly overestimate the effectiveness of the indicator). However, no group is capable of representing rangerestricted species quite well -which implies an advantage to the later. Following this reasoning, every indicator group would need to represent some (if not all) of restricted-range species which are spread through all mammal orders. This means that restrictedrange species, being difficult to be captured, might decrease the average representation of each indicator group, i.e. when one uses restricted-range species as an indicator group, be default, one protects one of the hardest groups to represent in the studied Biodiversity Hotspots. This explanation does not rule out the first one, instead, it helps us to further understand why restricted-range species had such a good performance in this study.
Endemic and endangered species are also important targets for continental and global conservation efforts [37] [38] [39] because they often have small populations and few sites still available for conservation. Differently from previously observed (e.g. Lamoreux et al. [29] ), we showed that only restricted-range species have patterns of distribution geographic congruent with all others species. Hence, only this group provides efficiency and consistency in all studied regions; the use of these species is crucial to capture groups of species of great ecological interest, such as endangered species and endemic species. We also showed that endemic species were not good indicator groups. This happens partially because of the distribution patterns of these species in the Cerrado and Atlantic Forest; these local endemic species have clumped spatial distributions in these regions and therefore do not capture the multiple environmental gradients covered by restricted-range species.
Finally, it is worth noting that our analyses evaluated the effectiveness of indicator groups in representing only species richness as our measure of biodiversity, and thus do not incorporate other important aspects such as the persistence of biodiversity, as well as functional and phylogenetic diversity, for example [40, 41] . For now, we can generalize studies with indicator groups only if the group is composed by specie having restricted geographical distribution, which would increase our predictive ability to represent species across different sites. Restricted-range species is the single group which seems to achieve the standards of an effective and consistent surrogate for representing threatened and endemic species in two top-ranked Biodiversity Hotspots. Conservation actions relying on other taxonomic groups are supposed to fail to protect the imperiled fauna of such important and unique regions of the globe.
Materials and Methods
Data and scope of study
We superimposed a grid system with cells of 0.5u latitude x 0.5u longitude (ca. 52.5 km side at the Equator) to two top-ranked Biodiversity Hotspot, obtaining a network of 678 grid cells for the Brazilian Cerrado and 469 grid cells for the Atlantic Forest. We clipped extent of occurrence maps (available at http://www. iucnredlist.org/technical-documents/spatial-data) for 392 terrestrial mammal species inhabiting these Biodiversity Hotspots and associated them with our grid system. The Cerrado is the second largest Brazilian domain, extending over an area of 2.036.448 km 2 , 23.92% of Brazilian territory [42] . The Atlantic Forest biome had an original area of 1.233.875 km 2 of which only 11.4-16% remains [43] , with remnants is present mostly in the Brazilian territory, but including also the east parts of Paraguay and the province of Misiones, in Argentina. We chose these Biodiversity Hotspots as our case study for some reasons: (1) they are very different in respect to their inhabiting fauna and flora, geological aspect (including soils and relief), and natural vegetation cover; the Atlantic Forest is mostly composed of forest ecosystems whereas the Cerrado is a vastly tropical savanna-like ecoregion [44] , (2) although they figure as Biodiversity Hotspots, they have received little attention respective to the establishment of protected areas in Brazil [45] , (3) they are severely threatened by agriculture and cattle ranching expansion [46, 47] , and (4) they require urgent conservation actions, figuring as regions that could provide cost-effective actions in a global context [48] [49] [50] .
We divided mammals into nine potentially indicator groups, as follow: the orders Carnivora, Chiroptera, Primates, Rodentia, and Didelphimorphia, species-poor orders [i.e. those with less than 17 species (Cetartiodactyla, Cingulata, Lagomorpha, Perissodactyla, Pilosa)], threatened species, endemic species and restricted-range species (Table 1) . Threatened species were those classified as 'vulnerable', 'endangered' and 'critically endangered' according to IUCN (2010) . We defined restricted-range species as the 10% of the species with the smallest number of occupied gird cells in each Biodiversity Hotspot. Note that species with relatively small global range sizes might be widely distributed in our study and that species with relatively large global ranges might have locally restricted distributions in the studied Biodiversity Hotspots (see also Lawler & White [11] ).
Evaluating the performance and consistency of indicator groups
We used two approaches to evaluate the performance of indicator groups in the Cerrado and the Atlantic Forest. Initially, we searched for the smallest set of grid cells needed to represent all species of each indicator group (the so-called 'minimum set coverage problem') [51] . We considered a satisfactory solution that in which each species occurred in at least three grid cells. This representation goal (occurrence in at least three grid cells) stands as a proxy for enhancing species persistence when no information about population viability is available or when a high number of species is considered. Among all potential indicator groups, the order Carnivora needed the least number of grid cells to represent their own species (eight grid cells in the Cerrado and nine grid cells in Atlantic Forest) (Table 1) .
Later, we searched for the 20 best sets of sites able to maximize the representation of each indicator group within eight and nine grid cells (in the Cerrado and Atlantic Forest, respectively) -a conservation problem known as the 'maximal representation problem' [52] . In this case, we found the best spatial solutions for representing the maximum number of species for each group, with the restriction that these solutions could not exceed eight grid cells in the Cerrado and nine grids in the Atlantic Forest. This was necessary so that the effectiveness of the indicators (in terms of the percentage of represented diversity) could be compared without biases related to the number of sites covered by the group (see also Lawler & White [11] ).
Both optimization problems were solved using the simulated annealing algorithm [53, 54] , designed with this specific purpose and available in the conservation decision support tool MARXAN [53] . Simulated annealing is an approximate optimization algorithm which starts by drawing one subset of grid cells at random. Then it explores multiple solutions to an objective function, making successive random modifications in initial subset. At each step, the new solution is compared with the previous solution, keeping the best one [53, 54] .
The average percentage of target-species representation (i.e. all species except the indicator group being tested) across the Biodiversity Hotspots served as our measure of indicator group performance. For comparison, we run 20 solutions with eight and nine cells (for the Cerrado and the Atlantic Forest, respectively) based on a random set of species and evaluated their effectiveness in representing all species as well as the species of each indicator group. We built these sets to compare whether the performance of indicator groups was higher, similar, or lower than that expected by groups of species randomly assorted (see Larsen et al. [24] ). We also ran 20 solutions of eight and nine cells based on the information of all species' distribution. We called these sets 'ideal models', i.e. those upon which conservation plans would be ideally based on once all species were considered in the analysis. We then compared the average percentage of representation and consistency of each group indicator group in both Biodiversity Hotspots by two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), in which the Biodiversity Hotspot and the indicator groups were factors and group effectiveness in capturing biodiversity was the response variable. We compared the pairwise performance of each indicator group by the Tukey's posthoc test [11] . We defined effective indicator groups those whose average representation of target species exceeded that obtained by random solutions. We also defined consistent indicator groups as those whose performance in both Biodiversity Hotspots was not statistically different. Finally, we set the level of significance of our analyses at 1%, given that although sets of solutions for each indicator group were unique, there was high overlap of grid cells tagged as important, reducing the independence of the solutions [11] . Reducing the level of significance to a more conservative value has been accepted as a way to reduce the effects of spatial autocorrelation in spatial patterns when particular methods for controlling this phenomenon is not applicable or simple unnecessary (see DinizFilho et al. [55] , Kubota et al. [56] , and Loyola [57] ). 
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